Ladies Peasant Garments

For this tutorial I made this top, the ruffled dress version is on page 15:
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This tutorial contains the version for the shirred style as well. Please read the entire tutorial over and
pick the sections that are important for your desired style top/dress style.
Materials: quilters cotton, lightweight materials such as chambray, sateen, polyester, knits

List of required materials:










Fabric (cut according to sizing chart)
Sewing machine
Serger/overlock machine (required for shirred style)
Scissors
Notions
Ruler
Pins
Elastic thread (optional for sleeves)
Elastic band in ¼ inch width

Seam allowance: with 3/8 inch unless otherwise stated.
Print your templates without scaling and check the 1” print scale.
These are the templates you need:
BACK

ARMHOLE
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FRONT (match diamonds and tape together)

TAILORING STRIP (match diamond and tape together)
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Cut your fabric according to sizing chart. You will need 2 sleeve pieces and 1 FRONT and 1 BACK piece:

To cut the sleeve armhole:
Fold your sleeve fabric over widthwise so you will have the fold on your left. Place the armhole template
into the upper right corner aligning top and side edge. Pin and trim around template:
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This is now your first sleeve:

Repeat with other sleeve.
To cut the FRONT bodice:
Fold your fabric over so your fold will be in the right side. Place FRONT template onto your fabric
aligning top and side edge.
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Pin and cut around template.
Cut around armhole curve. The template’s right edge will exceed fabric for smaller sizes!

To cut the BACK bodice:
Fold your fabric over so your fold will be on the right. Place BACK template onto fabric aligning top and
side edge. Pin and trim off corner:
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This is now your BACK side:

These are your FRONT side and the sleeves:
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TO CREATE A TAILORED SIDE SEAM:
If you prefer your garment to fit tailored please use the TAILORING STRIP and place it right onto EACH
side once you folded your front and back side over. Make sure to center it. The tailoring strip is not
necessarily of the full length of each garment! I placed an arrow to show you where I placed mine. I have
the same distance on the bottom of my garment. Match the arrows of the tailoring strip with the edge
of your fabric and draw along the curved side of the tailoring strip.

this picture is made with a shorter sample fabric so the
bottom hem won’t reach as long as a real garment length!
Follow through with your line until you reach the bottom where the arrow is. Again, make sure you
leave just as much room on the bottom as you did on the top by the armpit.
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Repeat with other side so you will have front and back of your garments tailored on both side.

Cut away the small, thin strips of fabric and discard.
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To sew on sleeves:
Pin the sleeves onto the armhole curves as shown. Take your sleeve and lay it with right sides onto your
main piece and pin. Repeat with other sleeve and then pin the back piece onto the sleeves. The picture
below shows you the front piece on the left and the sleeve on the right. Fold it over to match the front
piece armhole curve.
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Sew all pinned armhole curves (total of 4) and hem/overcast. Now your almost finished garment should
look like this:

TO ADD EMBELLISHMENT TO THE NECKLINE:
If you like to add something to your front around the neckline it’s best to do it BEFORE you finish the
neckline. I added a piece of ribbon to my front to give it a little more interest. Simply cut some ribbon,
fold over the bottom edge and pin right onto the middle of you front.
Sew it on and decorate it maybe with some buttons.
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Finish your neckline with serging or zigzag stitching the top edge:

NOTE: IF YOU ARE MAKING A SHIRRED TOP PLEASE FOLLOW THE STEPS LISTED IN SECTION
“SHIRRING” ON PAGE
To create the casing for the neckline elastic fold over the neckline hem to about 0.5 inch and press.
Leave an opening for the elastic in the back of about 2 inches. Make sure to backstitch this opening so
the stitches won’t come loose while inserting the elastic.
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This is the opening between my arrows:

Secure a safety pin to your neckline elastic and insert it into the casing as shown. Once you reach the
opening again handstitch with several stitches to close the elastics. Then sew your opening closed with
backstitching.
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TO CREATE THE BELL SLEEVE EFFECT:
Place your not finished sleeve onto your work table sideways and determine where you want the sewn
in elastics to go. You can choose freely where you position it. I chose to have my elastics around my
elbow which is about half way down the sleeve. Take your ruler and mark the distance from each
armpit. Make sure it’s the same. Then draw a line with your fabric marker right onto the right side of
your fabric. Repeat with other sleeve.
I suggest to finish your garment and then sew in the elastic which I will show you later on.
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To finish your garment fold it as shown and pin the sleeves and side seams. Then sew between where I
placed my arrows. Serge/overcast seams.

Finish the bottom hem by first serging/overcasting it and then folding it down to about 0.5 inch and
press. Then sew close to the inner serged/overcastted edge:
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NOTE: to finish the bottom hem without a ruffle please serge/zigzag stitch the edges and fold the
bottom hem up to 0.5” and press. Sew in place just like the neckline casing without the opening.

INSTRUCTION of ADDING ruffles:
Cut a fabric strip of double the width you want your ruffle to be long. Cut your ruffle strip twice
the length of the width of your dress. Easier said, if your dress pieces measure 16 inches in width
cut a strip of 32 inches in length times two.
Fold your ruffle fabric strip in half with wrong sides together…….

………….and press:
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To gather the ruffles:

Set your sewing machine to the longest stitch length and the highest number tension. This way
your machine should automatically gather your fabric! (If your machine doesn’t allow this
setting you may set your tension to 2-3 and to the longest stitch length and sew. Then manually
pull the upper thread to gather your ruffle. )
Sew along the raw edge with a seam allowance of about ¼ inch very slowly.

This should now be your gathered ruffle piece:
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Repeat with other ruffle strip.
Place your ruffle in front of your top/dress bottom edge, distribute the ruffles to match the dress width:

Flip ruffle over and pin. Then sew along dashed line with backstitching and end:
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Serge/zigzag stitch raw edge.

Topstitch for a neater appearance and durability close to the seam where both fabrics meet.

Repeat with other garment side.
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TO FINISH YOUR SLEEVE HEM:
Fold it up 3/8 inch and press. Fold it up again to about 0.5 inch and press. Then sew in place all the way
around the wrist.
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TO SEW IN THE SLEEVE ELASTIC:
MORE info on page 23! -wind some elastic thread onto a bobbin manually. Wind it
tightly but not too tight. Some sewing machines require it being wound differently.
Set your sewing machine’s tension to 2-3 and the stitch length to 5.
Insert your sleeve with the print showing (right side out) into your sewing machine. Start
at the seam.
Now sew along the line all the way around and secure the beginning and end with
sewing back and forth a couple of times and cutting all threads and knotting them on the
inside. For more durability I suggest to sew in another row close to the first row.
Repeat if your sleeve has to have another line of elastic close to the wrist.
If the elastic doesn’t look much gathered simply press this part with your iron on steam
setting. Steam pulls the elastic thread tighter together.
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Your Ladies Peasant top is finished.

To make a shirred top:
Note: for this top I am roll hemming the sleeve edge which means the sleeve length will remain the
same. If you are planning on folding down the sleeve hem twice for a sewn in edge than please cut your
sleeve about 1 inch longer to make up for the different of the folded hem!
This style top fits loose around the neckline! I’m making a short sleeved top and this is my short sleeve:
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This is now my top with sleeves sewn on and all raw seam edges serged:

Roll hem the TOP edge (neckline) or use a wider serger stitch to your preference. Zigzag stitching is not
recommended since the neckline edge will be visible. Start serging/hemming in the back to conceal the
start and finish better:
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To sew in the elastic (shirring):
Note: not all sewing machines are equal to sewing with elastic thread. You want to practice on a piece of
scrap fabric to get acquainted with shirring.
Wind some elastic manually onto your bobbin. I use the shown brand but any brand available at
craft/fabric stores will be fine! Wind the thread tight but not too tight.
You can pull slightly on your elastic thread while you are winding it up.

Insert the bobbin with the elastic thread into your lower part of your machine and thread the upper
with regular thread. Insert your fabric into your sewing machine with right sides up and start sewing
right at the edge with a good 4 inches of elastic thread hanging out. Set your machine to the longest
stitch length and the tension to 2-3. Sew right along the drawn line. Be sure to check while you are
sewing if your elastic thread has not jumped out from over the bobbin. That sometimes happens and
will make your elastic not being gathered. If that happens rewind your elastic thread!
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To sew in the elastic at the neckline start at a sleeve seam. Position your needle right at about half a
presser foot away from the edge. I put green dots to show you where to sew:

Sew all the way around the neckline until you reach the beginning:
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Backstitch once and lift your needle and presser foot up and position your needle right next to the first
sewn line. The distance should be the same as with the first row. Half a presser foot width is a good
point to eyeball. Lower your presser foot as well and continue sewing without cutting any threads:

Sew in another row (3rd row):
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Sew in a 4th row. Sew all rows without cutting any threads:

Once you are done pull the elastic thread a little bit so you will have slack of about 2 inches or so. Cut all
threads.
This is now your starting and finishing point for your elastic thread rows:
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In order to secure the elastic threads you want to use a narrow stitch of about 1-1.5 and sew with
regular thread on top and in the bobbin right on top of the starting and finishing areas of your elastic
thread rows:

This is how it should look now from the outside of the neckline area:
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Finished shirred neckline:
Tip: to make the shirring have a more dense look, press with steaming iron for a couple of seconds.
Steam pulls shirring closer together!

For instant download ebooks please visit http://whimsycouturepatternshop.blogspot.com/
Etsy shop: www.whimsycouture.etsy.com/
Blog: http://whimsycoutureboutique.blogspot.com/
For questions please email whimsycouture@hotmail.com
Thank you so much for using this pattern!
Copyright © Whimsy Couture, 2011 (do not copy or distribute without my consent)
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Sizing Chart for Ladies Peasant Tops:
These measurements are only a guide, please measure the actual person before choosing a size.
Especially important to measure around chest! You may alter these measurements to your liking.

TOP - bodice (front & back):
Cut 2 of the following:
Size

width

TOP-length

DRESS-length

finished measurements
around bust (approximate)

neckline elastic

XS

22”

27”

44-46

39”

25 “

S

23”

27 ¼ “

44-46

41”

26 “

M

24”

27.5”

44-46

43”

26.5”

L

25”

27 ¾ “

44-46

45”

26 ¾ ”

XL

26”

28”

45-47

47”

27”

XXL

27”

28 ¼ “

45-47

49”

27 ¼ ”

3XL

28”

29.5”

46-48

51”

27.5”

NOTE: the dress length is based on an average “below knee” measurement. For perfect please cut fabric a
few inches longer than given and trim off excess before finishing the bottom hem!

Short Sleeves:
(only for shirred sleeves! Add 1 inch to length if you are making sleeves with encased elastic
versus shirring!)
Size

width

length

XS

17.5”

11 ¾ “

S

18”

12”

M

18.5”

12 ¼ “

L

19”

12.5”

XL

20”

13”

XXL

21”

13.5”

3XL

22”

14”
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Long Sleeves:
Size

width

length

wrist/encased elastic (1/4” wide elastic):

XS

17.5”

26 ¼ “

9¼“

S

18”

26 ¾ “

9¾“

M

18.5”

27”

10”

L

19”

27 ¼ “

10 ¼ “

XL

20”

27.5”

10.5”

XXL

21”

27 ¾ “

10 ¾”

3XL

22”

28”

11”

For all questions or suggestions to make this pattern better please email me at
whimsycouture@hotmail.com
Thank you so much for using this pattern!
Copyright © Whimsy Couture 2011 (do not copy or distribute without my consent)
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Yardage chart for Ladies peasant
top/dress
Measurements are based on 44” wide fabric. Numbers below indicate how many
yards you want to buy.
Bodice (front and back)
Size

TOP

DRESS

XS

¾

1 1/3

S

¾

2 2/3

M

1 2/3

2 2/3

L

1 2/3

2 2/3

XL

1 2/3

3

XXL

1 2/3

3

3XL

1 2/3
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Short Sleeves:
(only for shirred sleeves! Add 1 inch to length if you are making sleeves with encased elastic
versus shirring!)
Size
XS

1/3

S

1/3

M

1/2

L

1/2

XL

1/2

XXL

1

3XL

1

2

Long Sleeves:
Size
XS

3/4

S

3/4

M

1

L
XL

1
1

XXL

1

3XL

1

For all questions or suggestions to make this pattern better please email me at
whimsycouture@hotmail.com
Thank you so much for using this pattern!
Copyright © Whimsy Couture 2011 (do not copy or distribute without my consent)
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This tutorial is an optional way of adding elastic (or regular ties) to any garment besides sewing in elastic
thread. It’s simple and you don’t even need a serger!

List of required materials:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sewing machine
Fabric
Scissors
Iron
Safety pin
Pins
Elastic- appr. Same width of ribbon (optional)
Ribbon (must be 7/8” or narrower)
Fray check or lighter to prevent ribbon from fraying

Here’s your typical dress (or pants, romper, skirt etc.), hanging widely, needs some sort of elastic to
define the shape:
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Begin by measuring the garment width. Multiply by 2 (for front and back):

Cut a long piece of fabric to the measurements just taken (for front and back = x2), fabric width can vary
from 2” to 2.5” for best results. Fabric print direction= vertical:

3
Hem all 4 sides. You can use your serger/overlock machine but a regular tighter zigzag stitch is just fine:

Fold your fabric strip’s long edges in towards the middle and press:
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Unfold the small ends and fold it in, then press:

Repeat with other end.
Refold long fabric folds (I pinned it for taking the picture better):

5
Position your folded fabric strip with wrong side up, then place your garment with back side down on it:

Fold both ends over the front of garment and center the gap. Pin in place (preferably OVER a seam) and
sew with a straight stitch along the long casing edges. Backstitch beginning and end. Leave both
openings open to insert ties:
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This is how it looks now:

To make the ties I chose to put some elastic into the middle to make it more comfortable to wear. In this
case cut a piece of elastic about half the width of your garment and add the rest in ribbon. Best is to
measure the final length by wrapping it around your garment and tieying it so you know what length will
be best.
Fray check or use lighter on ribbon ends to prevent it from fraying!
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Place elastic ¼” over the ribbon and pin:

Sew it with several stitches down. If you use your machine use a tight stitch (stitch length at 1.5-2).
Repeat with other side:
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Secure a safety pin to end of ribbon and insert it into the casing:

If your safety pin damaged the end of your ribbon, trim it off and reseal with fray check.
DONE! Enjoy your GREAT fitting garment with a fun touch!

9
Example of casing added to RETRO ROMPER:

For instant download ebooks please visit http://whimsycouturepatternshop.blogspot.com/
Etsy shop: www.whimsycouture.etsy.com/
Blog: http://whimsycoutureboutique.blogspot.com/
For questions please email whimsycouture@hotmail.com
Thank you so much for using this pattern!
Copyright © Whimsy Couture, 2011 (do not copy or distribute without my consent)

